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2019 giveBIG scheduled for May 8th
In May each year, the giveBIG campaign offers a simple way to
donate online to Fall City Historical Society. This year your donations will help support the creation of a historic sign for the Fall
City Hop Shed and the engaging of a structural engineer to map
out Hop Shed stabilization measures for which we can seek a
grant in September.
Donating on May 8th can be hectic! EARLY GIVING starts
April 23rd. Go to www.givebig2019.org/fall-cityhistorical-society and follow directions to make your donation
and receive a receipt.

THANKS TO SCOTT BROWN
Scott lives in Fall City and works
with Microsoft supporting nonprofits with technology. He helped
obtain and install software to make
our laptop much more useful and
solved various other problems!

Stop by on Fall City Day!

T

hough WWI was fought overseas, it
had a big effect on the Snoqualmie
Valley. Be sure to stop by our pavilion on
Fall City Day and discover how the valley
contributed to the war effort.

This button was worn by members of the Loyal
Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen who formed
the Spruce Division during the war, to furnish
wood for airplane and boat building.
Tom Keene with newly installed sign at Roadhouse Restaurant
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This Old House…

W

e thank all the kind folks who have come across interesting and quirky things in their work on old
houses! Here are a few more:
You may remember our earlier article on items found in the
Ronnei house. Since then another find was shared with us:
two coins, presumably Norwegian, were found wedged under the bedroom door jamb. These are a very old design,
but clearly reproductions, since copy is stamped on one
side. Any coin enthusiasts out there
who can research this for us?

In remodeling the basement of the former Wylie Gochnour home, Del Moore found
a variety of Seattle World’s Fair memorabilia (guide book at right), and a bottle of
rhubarb wine!

Carley Schweet is the current owner of the Rube Smith home, built in
1900, and the “Little Old Building” in back, thought to have been built in
1888. In carefully removing the interior wood in the small building, she
came across some old newspaper, probably added originally as insulation. It was pretty fragmented, but one
area showed an ad for steamship passage to Atlin Gold Fields (located in British Columbia), to sail from the
White Star Dock in Seattle in 1899. (above, left) And in doing yard cleanup, she discovered a “sump” just
south of the house, formerly connected to the kitchen drain. It is a cylindrical hole, about two feet in diameter and five feet deep, lined with brick. (above, right) In pre-septic days, outhouses and drainage sumps like
this were the common technology to deal with wastewater… in addition to taking the wash pan out and watering the garden with it!
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